
Greek spear dory sauroter 
 

Hoplite Dory is ready, assembled. 

The length is 2.40 meters and the weight is 2.100 kilograms. 

 
We decide to do not paint the wooden part. 

 

 



 

 

  

 

Ours 2 Greek spear dory  sauroter ready for installation. The measurements are :total length 
36 cm. Sleeve diameter External 3 cm., internal 2.2  cm. Weight 800 g., 

The wall thickness are 1.5 mm. or 2 mm. 
 

 
 

I even counted the rings on the sleeve to be the same or at least similar to the original. 



 
This dory sauroter is the symbol of the divine power of Zeus thunder. With this sauroter 

depicting  Zeus' lightning, the owner of this dory felt himself invincible and divinely powerful. 
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I was inspired to start working on this Greek spear dory an archaic period perhaps. I have no 
information about in which museum is this find and how it is disclosed in the museum. But I 
think the result I achieved as a replica is very good. Of course detail is hollow from the inside 

to reduce weight. 

 

 
 



This is our creative project with the completed wax model for 2 pieces of this Greek spear 
dory sauroter. 

 
 

The wax dory is hollow with purpose to be able to mount the pole on the finest brass detail. 

 
We think there is possibility to reduce the weight, and now there is option the blade to be 

cast by Bonze as well. 
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